Startalk Yuva Summer Hindi Camp, Atlanta

Examples of Learning Goals in Hindi

Interpersonal

1. Can greet others appropriately
2. Can thank someone appropriately
3. Can introduce self
4. Can introduce someone else
5. Can give brief information about his/her family
6. Can express his/her likes and dislikes
7. Can accept or politely refuse invitations (for a birthday party, etc.) from other children
8. Can engage in simple question-answers
9. Can thank someone appropriately
10. Can ask appropriate simple questions
11. Can ask for something he/she needs
12. Can order food at a restaurant
13. Can use courtesy formulas appropriately
14. Can pronounce words and sentences in a comprehensible manner

Interpretive

1. Can follow instructions
2. Can understand simple courtesy expressions
3. Can respond to simple requests appropriately
4. Can understand simple questions
5. Can understand the gist of a short story
6. Can order simple classroom chores
7. Can read simple words (shorts stories for Level 2 and 3) and sentences
8. Can read headlines of newspaper
9. Can understand the central idea of a movie scene
10. Can understand the implications of intonation of the speaker

Presentational

1. Can describe room in a simple way
2. Can describe rules of a game in a simple way
3. Can make a power point presentation on a familiar topic
4. Can engage in a role play with some preparation
5. Can stand up and tell something about himself and his/her family.